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foreword
I am very pleased to be asked to contribute a foreword to the
second edition of this booklet, first published in the mid 2000s
as an initiative of Unite’s London & Eastern Region.

The headline issues about Cuba, the continuing illegal block-
ade and the plight of the Miami 5, on whose behalf I have made
representations at the US Embassy in London, are perhaps well
known and receive some degree of media coverage.

Much less well known, even among activists, is an under-
standing of Cuba’s system of industrial relations and the role
and structure of the Cuban trade union movement. This is what
made Debra Evenson’s report so important.

The longevity of the Cuban Revolution, and its place as an
inspirational role model, must be, and is, based on more than
revolutionary posing and leftist rhetoric.

The collapse of the Soviet Union and Cuba’s major trading
partners in Eastern Europe and the resultant triumph of neo-lib-
eral economic forces across the globe presented Cuba, its
workers and trade unions with major challenges from the 1990s
through to this century. Faced with these global events, the sys-
tem of distribution of national salaries devised by Che Guevara
in the early 1960s needed major overhaul. Evenson’s original
work, which is still the bulk of the booklet, details how the CTC,
the Cuban trade union confederation, recognised the need to
improve the system of shop floor representation both in repre-
senting individual workers and with collective bargaining.

Steve Ludlum’s annex is an excellent rebuttal of the
Jeremiahs forecasting the end of socialism that was confi-
dently expected with the labour market reforms introduced
during 2010. These reforms were the result of a long period of
consultation that involved workers and unions stretching back
to the early years of the decade. Of interest to workplace reps
will be Ludlum’s discussion of major union led improvements
to health and safety at work leading to a major decline in work-
place fatalities during the 2000s.

Finally, Ludlum bursts the bubble of the so-called ‘indepen-
dent’ trade unions exposing them as little more than a front for
often foreign based interests, with few if any members in Cuba
and with little inclination for engaging in representing workers
or collective bargaining.

Unite is pleased to be associated with this booklet and rec-
ommends it as a contribution to understanding the underpin-
ning of the left advance in Latin America, a participatory
democracy from the grassroots up!

Len McCluskey
Unite General Secretary
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introduction
update
For trade union and other activists, Debra Evenson’s excel-
lent pamphlet opened a wide window onto the world of trade
union and worker rights in Cuba. Meticulous and balanced, it
contrasted starkly with the output of the US ‘regime change’
machine and its media and academic spokespersons, with
their focus on disinformation such as the much-repeated lie
that strikes are illegal in Cuba. It is particularly clear on the
dynamic relationship between unions and the country’s polit-
ical leadership, revealing a far more interactive role in the pol-
icy-making process, and far more worker participation, than
is to be found in the pictures painted by Cold War critiques of
‘transmission belt’ trade unionism in a one-party state.

The pamphlet mentions that Cuba had begun a process of
updating its 1985 Labour Code, its core employment legisla-
tion. This process is still incomplete (at the end of 2010), but a
great deal has been changing in Cuba’s world of work and
labour relations law, since the turn of the new century. The
purpose of the new Annex (see pages 30-44) is to update the
pamphlet. Since 2000, Cuba’s economy has continued to
recover from the crisis of the post-Soviet Special Period,
growing rapidly for several years up to 2008, helped by links
with Latin America’s new leftwing presidencies and
increased investment from new trade partners like China. In
this period, as the economy became more varied in form, a
modernisation of labour relations was also taking place,
along with attempts to address the problems of national pro-
ductivity and income distribution.

The massive hurricane damage in 2008, and the world
capitalist crisis, gave new urgency to Cuba’s strategic devel-
opment, and accelerated change in ways that put Cuba’s
labour relations in the headlines in the autumn of 2010, when
a programme was announced to redeploy 500,000 workers
from inefficient areas of the state sector. The annex argues
that the changes of the past decade, and the processes of
restoring stability and growth to the post-Special Period
economy, have been characterised by an extension of gen-
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uine participation by unions in employment policy develop-
ment, by mass policy consultations with workers, and by
serious union efforts to strengthen worker participation in
workplaces.

Those who sympathise with the Cuban unions’ perspec-
tive – which in the UK today includes the TUC and all the
major unions – can help by countering the media war against
Cuba, and above all by redoubling the campaign to end the
US blockade, and enable Cubans to trade freely and develop
their society according to their own social values. Cuban
unions welcome collaboration with their counterparts at
national and at sectoral level, in policy, research and cam-
paigning. Debra Evenson’s pamphlet remains a vital
resource in basing such solidarity and collaboration in an
understanding that goes beyond Cold War stereotypes, and
this annexed update should also, hopefully, be useful.
Dr Steve Ludlam

introduction1

One cannot write about labour policy and labour relations in
Cuba without a keen awareness of the polemic surrounding
the issue of labour rights in a one party system such as
Cuba’s. The close relationship between the Cuban Workers
Central (CTC), the unions and the Communist Party of Cuba
has caused some outside observers to dismiss Cuba’s trade
unions as nothing more than state or “company unions”
fronting for a non-existent labour movement. Such labelling,
however, imposes severe limitations on serious exploration
of the complexity of labour rights in the Cuban context and
consideration of the potential in such a system for unions to
give independent voice to workers’ interests. Narrowing the
frame of reference to a free-market, multi-party system not
only poses the theoretical dilemma of presuming no other
possibilities; as a methodology, it also lends itself to false
comparisons and conclusions that impede rather than
engender more profound examination. What’s more, we are
cautioned by ample evidence that workers and unions have
suffered substantially in various multi-party settings, sug-
gesting that the political system is not per se a determinant in
the equation of workers’ rights and participation in decision-
making.

1 This article is adapted from a
92-page report published by
the Guild Law Center for Social
and Economic Justice in
Detroit, Michigan. The primary
research for this study was
conducted between May 2000
and May 2001. The
methodology consisted of a
comprehensive survey of
Cuban labour legislation and
regulations, published
literature, interviews and direct
observation of the labour
relations process on the shop
floor and in workers’ meetings,
and attendance at municipal
conferences and national union
congresses. A panel of United
States labour law and union
experts provided ongoing
consultation and advice
throughout the project. This
report was made possible by
the generous support of the
Arca Foundation, The
Christopher Reynolds
Foundation and the General
Service Foundation.
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background
Today, as in the 1960s, transforming the economy is consid-
ered the most pressing task of Cuba’s socialist government.
The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1990 coupled with mea-
sures tightening the United States embargo against Cuba
precipitated a profound economic crisis that threatened the
survival of Cuban socialism. As a result of these external fac-
tors as well as internal deficiencies, the Cuban economy
shrank by more than 40 per cent in just four years between
1989 and 1993, creating severe shortages of materials and
goods. The standard of living of Cubans plummeted. Yet,
against all odds, Cuba survived and in 1994 began a modest,
but sustained recovery.

The Cuban government maintains its resolve to develop a
sustainable socialist model as the best means to improve
conditions for workers and the population as a whole. There
is no plan to introduce a market economy based on private
enterprise, and any suggestions that Cuba should move in
that direction are rejected. Forced to make substantial
reforms since 1990, Cuban socialism has undergone a trans-
ition from a highly centralised economic model, patterned
after that of the former Soviet Union, to one which maintains
but moderates national government control of macro eco-
nomic policy while introducing decentralised decision-mak-
ing and management at the micro or enterprise level.
Although the effects of the economic decline are still acutely
felt, the reform process and the new measures being insti-
tuted have begun to improve the circumstances and
prospects for Cuban workers.

It may seem axiomatic, but it bears stating that when the
revolutionary government of Cuba nationalised virtually all
private enterprises in 1960, it inevitably altered labour rela-
tions by establishing a socialist system that presumed the
disappearance of contradictions between employer and
employee. The principle of equitable distribution of
resources replaced the motivation of private profit.
Sweeping reforms yielded Cuban workers broad universal
rights and guarantees not previously enjoyed, including the
right to employment, equal pay for equal work, universal
social security, a month’s paid vacation, sick and maternity
leave and free health care and education.
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However, the bureaucratic nature of the centralised plan-
ning and administrative institutions modelled after those of
the Soviet Union did not create conditions for active partici-
pation by workers and unions in policy development or
workplace management. Highly centralised decision-making
left little discretion to local enterprise management; govern-
ment not only determined prices, allocation of resources and
production plans, it also established salary ranges and regu-
lated most aspects of work and labour-management rela-
tions.

Recent reforms have reorganised the Cuban economy,
transitioning from a highly centralised economic model to
one that maintains but moderates national government con-
trol of macroeconomic policy while introducing decen-
tralised decision-making and management at the micro or
enterprise level. In addition, Cuba has courted limited foreign
investment, expanded the tourism industry and reformed its
fiscal and banking systems. Although some reforms have
produced inequalities, these and other measures have laid
the basis for a modest, but steady, recovery since 1994
enabling Cuba to maintain and improve its national health
care and educational systems and to improve social services.

Both the economic crisis and ensuing transformations
define the context for labour relations and worker rights as
they unfold in Cuba today. Without doubt, the restructuring
of the economy has placed new demands on the labour
unions, obligating them to shed the passivity of the 1980s
and assume an increasingly active role as advisor and pro-
tagonist in both the development and implementation of pol-
icy. In the workplace, the decentralisation of the economy
and centres of decision-making have introduced a new and
unfamiliar environment for both labour and management
requiring a significant change in the dynamic of labour-man-
agement relations. Solutions to problems are no longer
handed down from higher up requiring greater initiative and
creativity if the CTC, the unions and workers are to be true
partners with management in the process of increasing pro-
ductivity and improving salaries and working conditions.
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